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Abstract 8 
In present work we aimed to analyze regularity of seismic process based on all its spatial, 9 

temporal and energetic characteristics. Increments of cumulative times, increments of cumulative 10 
distances and increments of cumulative seismic energies, have been calculated from southern 11 
California earthquake catalogue, 1975 to 2017. 12 

As the method of analysis we used multivariate Mahalanobis distance calculation which 13 
was combined with the surrogate data testing procedure - often used for testing of nonlinear 14 
structure in complex data sets. Prior to proceed to the analysis of dynamical features of seismic 15 
process we have tested used approach for two different 3 dimensional models in which dynamical 16 
features were changed from more regular to the more randomized conditions by adding some 17 
extent of noises. 18 

Analysis of variability in the extent of regularity of seismic process have been 19 
accomplished for different representative threshold values. 20 

According to results of our analysis about third part of considered 50 data windows, the 21 
original seismic process is indistinguishable from random process by its features of temporal, 22 
spatial and energetic variability. It was shown that prior to strong earthquake occurrences, in 23 
periods of relatively small earthquakes generation, percentage of windows in which seismic 24 
process is indistinguishable from random process essentially increases (to 60-80%). At the same 25 
time, in periods of aftershock activity in all considered windows the process of small earthquake 26 
generation become regular and thus is strongly different from randomized catalogues. 27 

In some periods of catalogue time span, seismic process looks closer to randomness while 28 
in other cases it becomes closer to regular behavior. Exactly, in periods of relatively decreased 29 
earthquake generation activity (at smaller energy release), seismic process looks random-like 30 
while in periods of occurrence of strong events, followed by series of aftershocks, it reveal 31 
significant deviation from randomness - the extent of regularity essentially increases. The period, 32 
for which such deviation from the random behavior can last, depends on the amount of seismic 33 
energy released by the strong earthquake. 34 

 35 
Introduction 36 

 37 
The process of earthquakes generation still remains in the focus of diverse interdisciplinary 38 

investigations of Earth science researchers worldwide. Practical and scientific reasons for such 39 
interest are well known and easily explainable. At the same time, despite of great interests and 40 
already applied enormous research efforts, currently many important aspects of the complex 41 
seismic process characterized by the space and time clustering are still not clear 42 
[Bowman&Sammis,2004; Godano&Tramelli, 2016; Matcharashvili et al. 2018; Pasten et al. 43 
2018].  44 
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One of such fundamental questions of nowadays Earth sciences concerns dynamics of 45 
seismic process. As a logical compromise, between different possibilities proposed on this 46 
problem, it has been suggested that dynamical features of seismic process may be diverse and 47 
range from periodic (mostly for large events) to totally random occurrence of earthquakes 48 
[Matcharashvili et al. 2000; Corral, 2004; Davidsen&Goltz, 2004].  49 

The same, in terms of earthquakes generation intermittent criticality concept, can be 50 
expressed as an ability of tectonic system to approach and/or retreat from a critical state - state of 51 
system in which strong earthquakes occur [see e.g. Sornette&Sammis, 1995; Bowman, et al, 1998; 52 
Bowman&Sammis, 2004; Corral, 2004].  53 

Current knowledges about scaling and memory characteristics of the whole seismic process 54 
indeed supports mentioned above diversity of dynamics of earthquakes generation 55 
[Sornette&Sammis, 1995; Bowman, et al, 1998; Suzuki, 2004; Chelidze and Matcharashvili, 2007; 56 
Czechowski, 2001, 2003, Białecki and Czechowski 2010]. Moreover, results of analysis carried 57 
out to assess dynamical features of seismic process in its separate domains (time, space and energy) 58 
also indicates different behavior [see e.g. Goltz,1998; Matcharashvili et al., 2000, 2002; Abe and 59 
Suzuki, 2004; Chelidze and Matcharashvili, 2007; Iliopoulos et al.,2012]. Exactly, it was shown, 60 
that seismic process in the temporal and spatial domains may reveal features which are close to so 61 
called low-dimensional dynamical structure, though by features of behavior in the energy domain 62 
it looks like close to randomness i.e. represent high-dimensional dynamical process [Goltz, 1998; 63 
Matcharashvili et al.,2000; Iliopoulos, et al. 2012]. This was shown for whole catalogues as well 64 
as for its spatial parts or for different time periods. 65 

Coming back to the concept of critical state it needs to be underlined that intermittent 66 
criticality implies time-dependent variations in the activity during a seismic cycle. So, as far as 67 
critical state usually is described as the state of the system when it is at the boundary between order 68 
and disorder [Bowman et al. 1998] we should describe time variability of seismic process in terms 69 
of order or disorder. In this respect it is crucially important to point what is meant under the term 70 
order (or disorder) in this sense. In common parlance it looks intuitively understandable that when 71 
someone is facing a strong destructive event, after a seismically calm period (with small 72 
earthquakes), it may really seem that the order has been replaced by disorder. At the same time, 73 
the nature of such a transition should be strictly described in terms of contemporary concept of 74 
geocomplexity [Rundle, et al. 2000]. 75 

According to present knowledges, in complete accordance with the intermittent criticality 76 
concept, it is accepted that the extent of regularity (order) of the seismic process may vary in all 77 
its domains (temporal, spatial and energetic)[Goltz, 1998; Abe and Suzuki, 2004; Chelidze and 78 
Matcharashvili, 2007; Iliopoulos et al., 2012; Matcharashvili et al., 2000, 2002, 2018]. At the same 79 
time, despite the large enough number of recent publications evidencing the diversity of such 80 
changes in the dynamics of the seismic process, interest to the question still continues to grow. In 81 
this regard, it needs to be emphasized the importance of assessing of dynamical changes on the 82 
basis of multivariate analysis, taking into account all the temporal, spatial and energetic 83 
constituents of the seismic process. Thus, the important research task is to understand character of 84 
such changes of entire seismic process. 85 

Based on all above mentioned, in present work we aimed to investigate dynamical features 86 
of seismic process based on all its temporal, spatial and energetic characteristics. Namely, we 87 
accomplished multivariate comparison of seismic process from original south Californian 88 
earthquake catalogue and from the set of randomized catalogues in which unique (temporal, spatial 89 
and energetic) dynamical structures have been intentionally distorted by shuffling procedure. This 90 
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enabled to assess where and how dynamics of original seismic process is close to disorder 91 
(irregularity) or to order (regularity). 92 

It was shown that extent of regularity in seismic process is close to randomness in periods 93 
prior to strong earthquakes. After strong earthquakes, the regularity of original seismic process 94 
assessed by used temporal spatial and energetic characteristics is clearly increased.   95 

 96 
 97 

Used data and Methods of analysis 98 
 99 
We base our analysis on the southern California earthquake catalog available from 100 

http://www.isc.ac.uk/iscbulletin/search/catalogue/). We focused on the time period from 1975 to 101 
2017 (see Fig. 1). According to results of time completeness  analysis the southern California (SC) 102 
earthquake catalog for the considered period is complete for M=2.6. 103 

 104 

 105 
 106 
Fig. 1. Map of area covered by southern California (SC) earthquake catalog (1975-2017).  107 
 108 
As we pointed above, we aimed at the multivariate analysis of dynamical features of 109 

seismic process. Therefore, in order to preserve original character of temporal, spatial and 110 
energetic characteristics of considered process we intentionally avoided any cleaning or filtering 111 
of used earthquake catalogue. Here we are based on a common and already accepted practice [see 112 
e.g. Bak et al. 2002; Christensen et al. 2002; Corral, 2004; Davidsen&Goltz, 2004; Matcharashvili 113 
et al. 2018]; namely we putted all events on the same footing and considered catalogue as a whole. 114 
In other words, we do not paid attention to the details of tectonic features, earthquakes location or 115 
their classification as mainshocks or aftershocks [Bak et al. 2002; Christensen et al. 2002; Corral, 116 
2004]. For further clarity we declare that take responsibility on the trustworthy of our analysis, 117 
assuming meanwhile that used SC catalogue is a result of careful work of skilled professionals and 118 
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thus represents reliable collection of necessary for our study data (in other words we take 119 
responsibility according to third point listed in Madigan et al. [2014]). 120 

Thus, we aimed to accomplish the multivariate assessment of changes in the extent of 121 
regularity of the original seismic process. According to this research goal, we needed to analyze 122 
seismic process in the terms of the simultaneous variability in all three its domains – temporal, 123 
spatial and energetic. From this point of view we consider cumulative sums of earthquakes 124 
characteristics in temporal, spatial and energetic domains (Fig.2). The cumulative sum 125 
representation in the time domain is trivial as far as time is already cumulative characteristic 126 
representing cumulative sum of inter-earthquakes times. Cumulative representation in spatial 127 
domain is also quite feasible and there is not any logical problems against consideration of  128 
cumulative sums of distances between consecutive earthquakes in seismic catalogue. As for 129 
cumulative sum of seismic energies, released by consecutive earthquakes, this characteristic is 130 
often used in the context of different aspects of earthquake generation [e.g. Bowman, 1998, 2008; 131 
Nakamichi et al 2018]. Here we add that despite of some controversies [for references see Corral, 132 
2004, 2008] in the question of reliable energetic measurement of earthquake size, anyway its 133 
proportionality with the earthquake magnitude is generally accepted. Thus, from SC catalogue 134 
earthquake magnitudes we calculated amount of released seismic energy according to Kanamori, 135 
[1977]. 136 

Hence, beginning from the starting (first) earthquake in the considered catalogue, we can 137 
characterize each of consecutive earthquakes in terms of corresponding increments of cumulative 138 
time - ICT(i), increments of cumulative distances - ICD(i) and increments of cumulative seismic 139 
energies - ICE(i). Each of these data sets, of derivative quantities (ICT(i), ICD(i), ICE(i)), has been 140 
normed to its' standard deviation.  141 

Next we needed to choose appropriate to research goal method of analysis by which we 142 
could characterize seismic process from multivariate point of view. For this we used the well 143 
known statistical test of Mahalanobis distance (MD) calculation. MD calculation is effective 144 
multivariate method for different classification purposes and is often used for data sets of different 145 
origin. Thus, the objective of our analysis can be regarded as a classification task, having in mind 146 
the features of seismic process assessed by the variability of ICT(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) 147 
characteristics. 148 

 149 
 150 

Fig. 2. Cumulative sums of interevent times (a), inter-earthquake distances (b) and released seismic 151 
energies (c), starting from the first event in SC catalogue (1975-2017).  152 

 153 
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In other words, we aimed to assess changes that occurred in the seismic process for the 154 
period of southern Californian catalogue span (1975-2017). Generally it is well known that  155 
correctness of systems’ multivariate assessment and classification is strongly depended on the 156 
correct feature extraction [McLachlan, 1992, 1999]. To be more precise it need to be added that,  157 
it is important that used data sets are to be exactly focused on targeted features of the investigated 158 
process. For this, in order to have data sets of similar physical sense enabling to assess dynamical 159 
features of seismicity, as was mentioned above, we selected ICT(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) data sets. 160 
Next we needed to derive a quantitative measure for reliable comparison of the seismic process 161 
based on these characteristics. 162 

Usually, comparing groups of discriminant variables, one compare the centroids for these 163 
groups, instead to compare just the mean values of variables. In this way, in terms of multiple (in 164 
our case three) characteristics, we will get a measure of the divergence or the distance between the 165 
compared groups. This gives opportunity to make conclusion on the question whether  investigated 166 
groups are similar or dissimilar by targeted characteristics. As we pointed above, for such purposes 167 
we used method of MD calculation [Mahalanobis, 1930; McLachlan, 1992, 1999]. A Mahalanobis 168 
distance (often denoted also as D) can be calculated from the following expression (1): 169 

                         (1) 170 
where and are mean vectors of sample sets (of ICT(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) data from original 171 
and randomized catalogues) of sizes n1 and n2, and ‘T’ superscript denotes the transpose operator. 172 
S is the pooled covariance matrix: 173 

                                            (2) 174 

where  Si  are the covariance matrices of the corresponding groups. 175 
Generally, two conditions or states of systems are more probable to fall in the same class 176 

or group (or are similar at higher probability) in the case when calculated MD value is smaller. In  177 
order to assess the significance of the difference between the groups, the Hotelings T2 statistics 178 
was used, converted into an F–value and assessed by an F-test.  Exactly, the F value was calculated 179 
as: 180 

                                             (3). 181 

In (3)  p is the degrees of freedom. After in order to make final conclusion about the similarity or 182 

dissimilarity of analysed groups we compared calculated F values with a critical value, Fc 
183 

(corresponding to the degrees of freedom).  In case if F>Fc, the statistically significant difference 184 

between the groups is established, at a specific probability (significance level). 185 

Dealing with analysis of complex seismic process it should be pointed that the MD 186 
calculation is sensitive to inter-variable changes in a multivariate system [Mahalanobis, 1930; 187 
Lattin et al. 2003] and that it takes into account the correlation among several variables providing 188 
information about similarity or dissimilarity between compared groups [Taguchi &Jugulum, 2002; 189 
Kumar et al. 2012]. 190 

As far as most interesting is to analyze dynamical changes occurred on short scales (short 191 
data sets) it is useful to combine advantages of multivariate analysis and surrogate testing 192 
[Matcharashvili 2017, 2018]. Exactly, we can use multivariate Mahalanobis distance calculation 193 
to see whether original seismic process is similar or is dissimilar with the random process 194 
(randomized catalogues), comparing them by listed above three main characteristics. 195 
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As mentioned we aimed to analyze how the extent of order in the seismic process, assessed 196 
by its derivative temporal, spatial and energetic characteristics (quantities of ICT(i), ICD(i) and 197 
ICE(i)), is changing over the period of analysis. For this we compared the original catalogue, with 198 
the set of artificial catalogues in which the original dynamical structures (of temporal, spatial and 199 
energetic distributions) have been intentionally destroyed by the shuffling procedure 200 
[Kantz&Schreiber, 1998]. We have generated 100 of such randomized catalogs.  201 
 In order to test whether the used approach, combining MD calculation and surrogate 202 
testing, may indeed be useful to discern changes that may occur in the natural 3D system (seismic 203 
process in tectonic system), with slightly or strongly different dynamical features, we used series 204 
of simulated 3 dimensional systems with added noises. Namely, 3D Lorenz system and crack 205 
fusion model with added Gaussian noises.  206 

Lorenz model. The well known Lorenz model describes the motion of an incompressible fluid 207 
contained in a cell that have a higher temperature at the bottom and a lower temperature at the top. 208 
In spite of its simple form of the set of equations it can exhibit very complex behaviors. Therefore, 209 
it has been commonly used to presentation of an interesting nonlinear dynamics of 3D systems.  210 
     The Lorenz model has the following form [see e.g., Hilborn, 1994]:     211 

                       

bzxy
dt

dz

yrxxz
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xyp
dt
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 )(

                        (4) 212 

where p represents the Prandtl numer, r – the Reyleigh numer and b is related to the ratio of the 213 
vertical height of the fluid layer to the horizontal size of the convection rolls. For  parameter r < 1 214 
trajectories in 3D space (x, y, z) are attracted by the origin (0, 0 ,0). When r > 0 the Lorenz model 215 
has three fixed points which can have different features.  216 
     In this work we need stationary-like time series, therefore in order to avoid periodic orbits we 217 
assume r < 1, namely r = 0.7.  In order to generate time series we use the discrete version of the 218 
Lorenz equations modified by introducing two random noises:  219 
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                         (5) 220 

First noise, ,  is the same (i.e., has the same values) in the three equations and for all cases under 221 
investigation. Its role is keeping states of the system around the attractor in the origin (0, 0, 0). The 222 
Lorenz model with noise  only, will be treated as a basic reference (‘deterministic’) system. The 223 
second noise x (y and z) will be generated separately for each of the three equations. It is 224 
multiplied by the parameter   with increasing values. The role of the second noise is checking the 225 
influence of increasing randomness on the measures of order in the process.  For generation of 226 
time series by the system (5) we assume the following values for parameters, p =10, r = 0.7, b = 227 
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8/3, c = 3, the initial values (x(0 ), y(0), z(0)) = (0, 0, 20), and the time step t = 0.001. The 228 
parameter   will increase from 0.0 (for the reference system) to 1.0. 229 

Crack fusion model. The kinetic crack fusion model [Czechowski, 1991, 1993, 1995] describes  230 
the evolution of a system of numerous cracks which can nucleate, propagate and coalesce under 231 
the applied stress. Here we use a simply version of the model (related to seismic processes) where 232 
only three crack populations (small cracks x(t), medium cracks y(t) and big cracks z(t)) are taken 233 
into account. Their evolution is governed by the following system of nonlinear equations:  234 
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            (6) 235 

where parameters a, kx, ky are related to the coalescence probability, b is a nucleation rate of small 236 
cracks around big cracks, g is a healing rate of big cracks. The second source term for small cracks 237 
is due to the external stress T(t) which can grow in response to relative tectonic plate motion and 238 
can diminish according to the number of big cracks z(t), i.e.  239 
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Similarly as the Lorenz model, the crack fusion model exhibits two kinds of behavior: it can decay 241 
to the one stationary point or its attractor can be given by periodic orbits. Because (like before) we 242 
need stationary-like time series, so in order to avoid periodic orbits we assume the parameters: v 243 
= 1000 < (v)crit = 6320 and modify the hierarchical system by introducing two random noises:  244 
and x to the equation for small cracks only. 245 
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       (8) 246 

In order to generate time series by the system (8) we assume the following values for parameters, 247 
a = 8, b = 20, c =0.5, g = 1, kx = 0.3, ky = 0.45, v = 10,  = 100, the initial values (x(0), y(0), z(0)) 248 
= (0, 0, 20), and the time step t = 0.01. The parameter   will increase from 0.0 (for the reference 249 
system) to 0.35. 250 

Results and discussion 251 

 In Fig. 3, we present results of MD calculation for non-overlapping 50 data windows 252 
shifted by 50 data. Here are compared 50 data groups each of which contained columns of ICT(i), 253 
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ICD(i) and ICE(i) sequences. Exactly, groups consisting of ICT(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) columns 254 
from original catalogue were compared with groups of corresponding three columns consisted of 255 
averaged for 100 randomized catalogues, ICT(i), ICD(i), ICE(i) data. 256 

 257 

Fig. 3. Released seismic energy (top curve) and averaged MD values (bottom curve) calculated for 258 
consecutive non-overlapping 50 data windows, shifted by 50 data, in Southern California earthquake 259 
catalogue (1975-2017). MD values were calculated by comparing ICT(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) sequences in 260 
the original catalogue and in the set of randomized catalogues. Dotted line corresponds to significant 261 
difference between windows at p=0.05.  262 

 263 
In order to be further convinced, that the used multivariate method enables to discriminate 264 

different conditions of dynamical systems, as is mentioned above we decided to use 3 dimensional 265 
models in which dynamical features were changed from more regular to the more randomized 266 
conditions by adding some extent of noises. We started from the Lorenz system (Fig. 4) and then 267 
proceeded to crack fusion model [Czechowski, 1991, 1993, 1995] (Fig.5). As it is said in previous 268 
section, in both cases to original 3D system we additionally added noise of different intensity 269 
assuming that as more intense is added noise the closer to randomness should be analyzed model 270 
system.  In figures below (Fig. 4 and 5) it is clearly shown that the number (or portion) of 50 data 271 
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windows in which condition of 3D system is indistinguishable from the initial condition (system 272 
with no added noise) gradually decreases when the intensity of added noise increases. This means 273 
that used method of analysis enables to distinguish conditions of systems even in cases when they 274 
are just slightly different (only small amount of noise is added) (see left parts of curves in Figs. 4 275 
and 5, at smaller amount of added noise intensity).  276 

For clearness we add here that in Figs. 4 and 5, we focused on the case of 50 data long 277 
windows because in the further analysis we also used 50 data windows for the seismic catalogue 278 
analysis. At the same time, it should be underlined that the result of above analysis is depending 279 
on the used time scale (size of windows). In case of larger windows (500 data 1000 data etc.) 280 
distinguishability from the starting condition (without added noise) necessitates larger amount of 281 
added noise, though general conclusion remain the same – used method of analysis enables to 282 
distinguish conditions of 3D systems with different extent of dynamical regularity. 283 

 284 

Fig. 4. Percentage of 50 data windows, shifted by 50 data step, of Lorenz system with added noise  285 
indistinguishable from the initial condition (system with no added noise).  286 

 287 

 288 
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Fig. 5. Percentage of 50 data windows, shifted by 50 data step, of crack fusion model with added noise  289 
indistinguishable from the initial condition (with no added noise).  290 

Once we been convinced that our data analysis is reliable for the targeted research goal, we 291 
continued analysis of catalogue data. First of all, we calculated MD values for 50 data windows 292 
shifted by 1 data (Fig. 6). 293 

 294 

 295 

Fig. 6. Averaged MD values calculated by comparing ICT(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) sequences from the original 296 
SC catalogue and from the set of randomized catalogues. Dotted line corresponds to significant difference 297 
between windows at p=0.05. MD values are calculated for 50 data windows shifted by 1 data. 298 

  299 
Results in figures 2 and 6, are in agreement with the view that in spite of generality of 300 

background physics [Lombardi&Marzocchi, 2007; Di Toro et al, 2004; Davidsen&Goltz, 2004; 301 
Helmstetter&Sornette, 2003; Corral, 2008] we observe two separate processes prior and after main 302 
shocks [Sornette&Knopoff, 1997; Davidsen&Goltz, 2004; Wang&Kuo, 1998]. According to 303 
recent views, latest one is characterized by the long and short range correlations and thus is more 304 
ordered, while the former apparently is more uncorrelated or random-like [Touati et al. 2009; 305 
Godano, 2015]. Indeed, according to Bowman et al. [2004] loss of energy (released also in the 306 
form of seismic energy) related with the occurrence of strong event, introduces memory into the 307 
system [Bowman&Sammis, 2004]. We see in Figs. 2 and 6, that seismic process assessed by 308 
ICT(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) variability after strongest regional earthquakes is clearly different from 309 
randomized catalogues and thus is more regular comparing to periods prior strong events. In 310 
addition to this, it is noticeable that in 33% of all considered 50 data windows (usually prior to 311 
strongest earthquakes), original seismic process is indistinguishable from randomised catalogues. 312 

In order to exclude that some characteristic, out of selected three ones (ICT(i), ICD(i) and 313 
ICE(i)), influence obtained results more than others, we accomplished similar analysis comparing 314 
groups of original and randomized catalogues by two characteristics. Results of such analysis (not 315 
shown here) of separate comparison of groups consisted by pairs of ICT(i) and ICD(i), ICT(i) and 316 
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ICE(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) columns, generally coincide with the results of above analysis 317 
(accomplished for groups consisted by all three columns). This convinces that results of our 318 
analysis can not be reduced to the influence of only one single characteristics. Thus, changes in 319 
Figs. 2 and 6, reveal changes in dynamical features of seismic process as whole, involving changes 320 
in all three its domains. 321 
 Next, for better visibility of above results (see Fig. 6), in Fig. 7, we present MD values 322 
calculated for 50 data windows in period from 14.05.1990 (window started from event 12100 in 323 
considered SC catalogue) to 28.06.1992 (window started from event 13797 in SC catalogue). In 324 
this period two strongest earthquakes M6.1 (23.04.1992) and   M7.3 (28.06.1992) occurred. Prior 325 
to both strong earthquakes we observe windows in which seismic process by variation of ICT(i), 326 
ICD(i) and ICE(i) data is indistinguishable from randomized catalogues (see circles below dotted 327 
significant difference line). Also, it is noticeable that after these strong events, extent of order in 328 
seismic process, according to changes in MD values, strongly increases (original catalogue 329 
becomes stronger different from randomized catalogue). In case of M7.3 such increase lasted for 330 
considerably long time after strong event, at least till about January of 1993 (see Fig. 6). 331 

 332 

Fig. 7. Averaged MD values calculated for period from 14.05.1990 (12100) to 28.06.1992 (13797) where 333 
two strongest earthquakes occurred M6.1 (23.04.1992) and M7.3 (28.06.1992). MD are calculated by 334 
comparing ICT(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) sequences from the original SC catalogue and from the set of 335 
randomized catalogues. Dotted line corresponds to significant difference between windows at p=0.05. MD 336 
values are calculated for 50 data windows shifted by 1 data.  337 

 Next period which we selected for detailed analysis elapsed from 24.08.97 (window started 338 
from event 20760 in the used SC catalogue) to 16.10.99 (window started from the event 21160 in 339 
SC catalogue). Strongest earthquakes occurred in this period are M5.23 (06.03.1998) and M7.1 340 
(16.10.1999). Results presented in Fig .8, are mostly similar to what we see in Fig. 7. Exactly, 341 
strongest earthquakes are preceded by windows in which seismic process in original catalogue is 342 
indistinguishable from randomized catalogues. After strong earthquakes, seismic process in the 343 
original catalogue, according to features of simultaneous variations of ICT(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) 344 
characteristics, is strongly different from random process. 345 
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 346 

Fig. 8. Averaged MD values calculated for period from 24.08.97 (20760) to 16.10.99 (21160) where two 347 
strongest occurred earthquakes are M5.23 (06.03.1998) and M7.1 (16.10.1999). MD are calculated by 348 
comparing ICT(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) sequences from the original SC catalogue and from the set of 349 
randomized catalogues. Dotted line corresponds to significant difference between windows at p=0.05. MD 350 
values are calculated for 50 data windows shifted by 1 data 351 

Separate consideration of situation for period including strongest M7.2 earthquake leads to 352 
similar conclusion. In Fig. 9, we again observe that prior to strong earthquakes, seismic process 353 
looks mostly like random and that extent of order strongly increase after these events.  354 

As it was expectable, in this sense, behavior of seismic process prior and after all 355 
considered strong events is similar, only difference is the length of the period during which post-356 
earthquake seismic process remain significantly regular comparing to randomized catalogues. For 357 
strongest earthquakes this period is clearly longer (see Fig. 6). This was quite logical and 358 
apparently is connected with the generation of series of aftershocks which spatial, temporal and 359 
energetic features are causally related with the mainshock. This is in agreement with well known 360 
productivity law, stating that the larger the mainshock magnitude the larger is the total number of 361 
aftershocks [Helmstetter, 2003; Godano, C., Tramelli, 2016]. Here need to be underlined that the 362 
question of the temporal length of aftershock sequence following strong earthquake, is still not 363 
understood because is related with the problem of time scale of background seismic activity, 364 
becoming again dominant with respect to the rate of aftershocks' occurrence [Godano, C., Tramelli, 365 
2016]. 366 
 367 

 368 

 369 

 370 
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 371 

Fig. 9. Averaged MD values calculated for period from 30.10.2008 (27300) to 05.04.2010(28300) where 372 
three strongest occurred earthquakes are M5.0 (01.10.2009), M5.8(30.12.2009) and M7.2(04.04.2010). MD 373 
are calculated by comparing ICT(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) sequences from the original SC catalogue and from 374 
the set of randomized catalogues. Dotted line corresponds to significant difference between windows at 375 
p=0.05. MD values are calculated for 50 data windows shifted by 1 data.  376 

From results in Figs. 7-9, it can be said that the extent of the order in seismic process 377 
(assessed by features of earthquakes temporal, spatial and energetic distribution) may be changed 378 
not only in the periods prior and after of strongest (M7.3, M7.2 and M7.1) earthquakes, but also 379 
prior and after other (not strongest) events too. Example, as we see in windows from 21570 to 380 
21770 (Fig. 8), pairs of earthquakes occurred in about two weak periods (M4.93, 14.05.1999 and 381 
M4.92, 01.06.1999 as well as M4.71, 24.08.1999 and M4.8, 10.09.1999) also cause increase in the 382 
extent of order of seismic process. Similar is conclusion from Figs. 7 and 9. Most important in all 383 
cases still is the fact that the increase in the extent of order occurs after strong earthquakes, while 384 
prior to these events, in periods which can be regarded as relatively calm, original seismic process 385 
remains not distinguishable from the random process, assessing it by the variation of ICT(i), ICD(i) 386 
and ICE(i) data.  387 

Since, based on above results, we suggested that prior to strong earthquakes seismic 388 
process of relatively small (with M<4.6, [Hough, 1997]) earthquakes’ generation is random-like, it 389 
was necessary to analyze additionally the behavior of small earthquakes which occur after strong 390 
events.  For this we selected periods of relatively small seismic activity involving events with 391 
magnitudes M ≤ 4.6. Exactly, 2-5 days periods of less than M4.6 aftershock activity, soon after 392 
strong earthquakes, have been considered. Results of analysis for three such periods followed 393 
strongest M7.3, M7.1 and M7.2 earthquakes are presented in Figs. 10-12. As follows from these 394 
figures we do not observe windows in which original seismic process, according to distribution of 395 
its ICT(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) characteristics, can be regarded as similar to randomized catalogues. In 396 
all three analyzed cases in period of clear aftershock activity, immediately after strong earthquakes, 397 
in all windows seismic process is strongly different from the set of randomized catalogues. In other 398 
words, in the original catalogue, seismic process after strong events in periods of relatively small 399 
(M ≤ 4.6) earthquakes generation is significantly regular comparing to randomized catalogues. It 400 
can be added here that the similar situation was for sequences of small earthquakes occurred after 401 
strong, but not strongest, earthquakes (e.g. M.6.0). All this also convinces that in the periods of 402 
aftershock activity original seismic process is strongly different from what is observed for 403 
randomized catalogues in which we distorted spatial, temporal or energetic distribution features. 404 
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 405 

 406 

Fig. 10. Magnitudes and MD values calculated for part of SC catalogue after M7.3 (28.06.1992, sequential 407 
number in SC catalogue 13648) from 01.07.1992 (sequential number in SC catalogue 14608) to 05.07.92 408 
(sequential number in SC catalogue 15280). Average MD values are calculated for 50 data windows, shifted 409 
by 1 data. 410 

 411 

 412 

Fig. 11. Magnitudes and MD values calculated for part of SC catalogue after M7.1 (16.10.1999, sequential 413 
number in SC catalogue 21937) from 16.10.1999 (sequential number in SC catalogue 22159) to 21.10.1999 414 
(sequential number in SC catalogue 22697). Average MD values are calculated for 50 data windows, shifted 415 
by 1 data. 416 
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 417 

 418 

Fig. 12. Magnitudes and MD values calculated for part of SC catalogue after M7.2 (04.04.2010, sequential 419 
number in SC catalogue 28129) from 06.04.2010 (sequential number in SC catalogue 28903) to 08.04.2010 420 
(sequential number in SC catalogue 29350). Average MD values are calculated for 50 data windows, shifted 421 
by 1 data. 422 

Next we accomplished similar analysis for the sequences of relatively small earthquakes 423 
occurred in periods when no strong earthquakes have been registered. These small earthquakes 424 
apparently can not be regarded as aftershocks of strong events. Indeed, in Fig. 13, analyzed almost 425 
two year period of small earthquakes activity has started 5 month later after M5.12 earthquake 426 
which was closet earthquake exceeding the selected M4.6 threshold. According to present views 427 
about aftershocks time distribution it looks very unlikely that M5.12 earthquake could invoke 428 
aftershock activity which lasted two years. Thus, in agreement of our above findings we can 429 
conclude that, for selected period, in 60% of considered 50 data windows the seismic process, in 430 
the original catalogue, looks indistinguishable from the randomized by shuffling procedure set of 431 
catalogues.  432 

In Fig. 14, we present results for the next part of catalogue containing relatively small 433 
earthquakes in the observation period which is far from occurrence times of strongest events. 434 
Relatively strong earthquake M5.43 (07.07.2010, sequential number in SC catalogue 31011) 435 
occurred 9 month prior to the start of this 10 month long period of small earthquake activity which 436 
lasted from 07.04.2011(sequential number in SC catalogue 31823) to 14.02.2012 (sequential 437 
number in SC catalogue 32240). In this case we observe that in 75% of analyzed 50 data windows, 438 
the seismic process in original catalogue is indistinguishable from the set of randomized 439 
catalogues. 440 
  441 
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 442 

 443 

Fig. 13. Magnitudes and MD values calculated for non aftershock part of SC catalogue from 07.03.1983 444 
(sequential number in SC catalogue 5000) to 05.02.1985 (sequential number in SC catalogue 6253). 445 
Average MD values are calculated for 50 data windows, shifted by 1 data. 446 

 447 

 448 

 449 

Fig. 14. Magnitudes and MD values calculated for non aftershock part of SC catalogue from 07.04.2011 450 
(sequential number in SC catalogue 31823) to 14.02.2012 (sequential number in SC catalogue 32240). 451 
Average MD values are calculated for 50 data windows, shifted by 1 data. 452 

 453 

In Fig. 15, we present results for the third part of catalogue which also was selected so that 454 
contained relatively small earthquakes, M≤ 4.6, in period far from strongest events (closest such 455 
earthquake M7.1 occurred more than 5 year earlier, on 16.10.1999, sequential number in 456 
considered SC catalogue is 21937). Two relatively strong M5.7 earthquakes (08.12.2001 and 457 
22.02.2002 with sequential numbers in SC catalogue 24491 and 24640) also occurred essentially 458 
long before selected period which lasted from 24.05. 2006 to 05.08.2007. In this period of 459 
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generation of small earthquakes, 84% of 50 data windows indicated that seismic activity in original 460 
catalogue is indistinguishable from the set of randomized catalogues. 461 

 462 

 463 

 464 

Fig. 15. Magnitudes and MD values calculated for non-aftershock part of SC catalogue from 24.05. 2006 465 
(sequential number in SC catalogue 26259) to 05.08.2007 (sequential number in SC catalogue 26717). 466 
Average MD values are calculated for 50 data windows, shifted by 1 data.  467 

As we have seen from above results, assessed by ICT(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) characteristics, 468 
seismic process of relatively small earthquakes generation not always looks random-like and 469 
strongly depends on the space and time location of such small earthquake sequences. It can be 470 
supposed that if observed indistinguishability from the randomness really is connected with 471 
features of seismic process in periods preceding strongest events, then such indistinguishability 472 
should be retained for higher representative threshold values too. To test this assumption, we 473 
accomplished the same analysis for southern California earthquake catalogues with the 474 
representative thresholds M3.6 and M4.6. Further increase of threshold had no sense because only 475 
29 of such earthquakes occurred for considered period. 476 

 477 

 478 

Fig. 16. Averaged MD values calculated by comparing ICT(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) sequences from the 479 
original SC catalogue and from the set of randomized catalogues(representative threshold M3.6). Dotted 480 
line corresponds to significant difference between windows at p=0.05. MD values are calculated for 50 data 481 
windows shifted by 1 data.  482 
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In Fig. 16, we give results for representative threshold M3.6. We see that situation with 483 
windows in which seismicity is indistinguishable from randomness is almost completely similar 484 
to what is presented in Fig. 6, for representative threshold M2.6. Exactly, in 33% of all 50 data 485 
windows seismic process looks similar with random process in catalogues where dynamical 486 
structure of original seismic process was intentionally distorted. These random-like windows in 487 
original catalogue preceded strongest occurred in the same catalogue events. 488 

Most interesting was analysis at further increase of representative threshold (to M4.6) 489 
below which, as it was said above, we regarded earthquakes as small [Hough, 1997].  490 

 491 

 492 

Fig. 17. Averaged MD values calculated by comparing ICT(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) sequences from the 493 
original SC catalogue and from the set of randomized catalogues(representative threshold M4.6). Dotted 494 
line corresponds to significant difference between windows at p=0.05. MD values are calculated for 50 data 495 
windows shifted by 1 data. In the inset are presented results calculated for 30 data windows shifted by 1 496 
data step.  497 

As we see in Fig. 17, in case of high representative threshold M4.6, prior to two strong 498 
events, M7.3 and M7.2, we observe windows (of 50 data) in which seismic process, by the 499 
variability of ICT(i), ICD(i) and ICE(i) characteristics, is indistinguishable from randomized 500 
catalogues. In total 21% of all, 50 data, windows indicated calculated MDs lower than significance 501 
threshold value (0.68). On the other hand, at high representative threshold (M4.6), in different 502 
from above cases, prior to strong M7.1 earthquake, we do not observe 50 data windows in which 503 
seismic process could be regarded as random.  504 

This apparently is caused by the small amount of events above M4.6 threshold in catalogue 505 
and by the selected length of window (50 data) for mentioned small data sequence. Indeed, in the 506 
case of 30 data windows shifted by 1 data, we see that prior to M7.1 there also are windows 507 
indistinguishable from random catalogues (see inset in Fig. 17). Percentage of such windows with 508 
random behavior of seismic process is 37. Commenting results in Fig.17, we can say that shorter 509 
windows (apparently in the range 30-50 data) look preferable for analysis like carried out in this 510 
work, and that randomlike character of seismic process in windows prior to strong events, is not 511 
connected  only with small earthquakes. 512 
   Based on all above analysis we conclude that seismic process in general, can not be 513 
regarded neither as completely random or as deterministic. The dynamics of the seismic process 514 
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undergoes strong time depending changes. In other words, the extent of regularity of seismic 515 
process, assessed by features of temporal, spatial and energetic distributions, is changing over time 516 
what is in complete accordance with time-dependent variations proposed by intermittent criticality 517 
concept of earthquake generation. 518 

In some periods seismic process looks closer to randomness while in other cases it becomes 519 
closer to regular behavior. Exactly, in periods of relatively decreased earthquake generation 520 
activity (at smaller energy release), seismic process looks random-like while in periods of 521 
occurrence of strong events, followed by series of aftershocks, it reveal significant deviation from 522 
randomness - the extent of regularity essentially increases. The period, for which such deviation 523 
from the random behavior can last, depends on the amount of seismic energy released by the strong 524 
earthquake. Found results on multivariable assessment of dynamical features of seismic process 525 
are in accordance with our previous findings on dynamical changes of earthquakes temporal 526 
distribution [Matcharashvili et al. 2018]. 527 
 528 

Conclusions 529 
 530 

We have investigated variability of regularity of seismic process based on its spatial 531 
temporal and energetic  characteristics. For this purpose we used southern Californian earthquake 532 
catalogue from 1975 to 2017. The method of analysis represented combination of multivariate 533 
Mahalanobis distance calculation with the surrogate data testing. We accomplished the 534 
multivariate assessment of changes in the extent of the regularity of seismic process, based on 535 
increments of cumulative times, increments of cumulative distances and increments of cumulative 536 
seismic energies, calculated from southern California earthquake catalogue.  537 

In order to assess the ability of the used multivariate approach to discriminate different 538 
conditions of dynamical systems we used 3 dimensional models in which dynamical features were 539 
changed from more regular to the more randomized conditions by adding some extent of noises. 540 

It was shown that in about third part of considered 50 data windows, the original seismic 541 
process is indistinguishable from random process by its features of temporal, spatial and energetic 542 
variability. Prior to strong earthquake occurrences, in periods of relatively small (<M4.6) 543 
earthquakes generation, percentage of windows in which seismic process is indistinguishable from 544 
random process essentially increases (to 60-80%). At the same time, in periods of aftershock 545 
activity in all considered windows the process of small earthquake generation become regular and 546 
thus is strongly different from randomized catalogues. 547 

According to results of analysis we conclude that seismic process in general, can not be 548 
regarded neither as completely random or as completely regular (deterministic). Instead, we can 549 
say that the dynamics of the seismic process undergoes strong time depending changes.  In other 550 
words, the extent of regularity of seismic process, assessed by features of temporal, spatial and 551 
energetic distributions, is changing over time. 552 

Also it was shown that in some periods seismic process looks closer to randomness while 553 
in other cases it becomes closer to regular behavior. Exactly, in periods of relatively decreased 554 
earthquake generation activity (at smaller energy release), seismic process looks random-like 555 
while in periods of occurrence of strong events, followed by series of aftershocks, it reveal 556 
significant deviation from randomness - the extent of regularity essentially increases. The period, 557 
for which such deviation from the random behavior can last, depends on the amount of seismic 558 
energy released by the strong earthquake. 559 
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